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Introduction
Applications built with AMReX are often run on heterogenous high performance com-
puting (HPC) platforms and can benefit from offloading compute intensive routines
to GPUs. We investigate three programming approaches for GPU offloading, CUDA,
OpenACC, and OpenMP, using example applications HeatEquation_EX1_C1, which
only uses data on the mesh, and ElectromagneticPIC2, which solves the Maxwell
equations with Electromagnetic Particle-In-Cell (EMPIC) method using both mesh
and particle data. We compare their performances and study the effect of FArrayBox
sizes and particle-mesh data interactions.

Hardware and software brief overview3 Test applications are compiled and run on
Summit, located at OLCF. Each node on Summit has 2 Power9 processors and 6
NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs. Table below lists the modules needed to compile and

example jsrun commands to launch 64 MPI tasks for each GPU application.

CUDA version Compiler example jsrun command
CUDA 9.1.85 PGI 18.10 jsrun -n 16 -r 1 -a 4 -c 4 -g 4
OpenACC 9.1.85 PGI 18.10 jsrun -n 16 -r 1 -a 4 -c 4 -g 4
OpenMP 9.0.184 XL 16.1.1-1 jsrun -n 64 -r 4 -a 1 -c 1 -g 1

Summary
• On Summit, OpenMP applications must be launched with 1GPU/resource set,
adding additional synchronization and communication costs.

• FArrayBox size: (1) too small, synchronization and data movement dominate;
(2) too large, risk GPU memory over subscription and poor utilization of CUDA
streams.

• Atomic updates in OpenMP is about 4 times slower than in OpenACC, can be a
hotspot if application requires large number of it.

• Using OpenACC and OpenMP requires minimal changes to the source code, while
providing performance similar to using CUDA.

• About 50% of NERSC users use MPI+OpenMP (for multithreading)[3], which adds
to the appeal of using OpenMP for target offloading.
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Heat equation example
FArrayBox size FArrayBox data structure defines the geometry of a patch and holds mesh data pointers. It is the computation
unit in AMReX. The box size determines the amount of work, directly affects kernel performance.

• Using GPU gains speedup re-
gardless of box sizes (Fig. 1c).

• Small box sizes result in ex-
cessive boundary operations,
e.g., synchronizations, commu-
nications, which degrade perfor-
mance (Fig. 1d).

• Using 1 box of 2563 does not uti-
lize concurrent CUDA streams,
slightly increaing compute time.

(c) Compute times and speedups (d) Time spent on boundary operations.

Figure 1: Heat equation test with 5123 grid points in total, run with 1 MPI task for 1000 time steps.
Vary max_grid_size=64, 128, 256, 512.

MPI ranks HPC applications are commonly parallelized using MPI+X model. In this case, X is CUDA, OpenACC, or OpenMP for
offloading. We test how the three GPU applications scale with MPI tasks spanning across multiple nodes.

• For MPI ranks < 16, GPU
codes have almost ideal
scaling.

• Decline in speedup in
OpenMP is due to tasks
spanning more nodes, and
some fixed cost in kernel
launch implementation.

(a) Strong scaling of CPU and GPU codes. (b) Speedup using GPU, at fixed ranks.

Figure 2: Heat equation test with 10243 grid points, max_box_size=256, run for 500 time steps.

Electromagnetic Particle-In-Cell exmaple
We use uniform plasma test problem, with 2563 grid cells in total and 1 particle per cell. All tests are run for 150 time steps.
Atomic updates Different from the heat equation example, during each time step in EMPIC, electric currents data on the mesh
must be updated using particle data (kernel deposit_current). These updates must be done atomically to avoid race condition.

Table below shows detailed properties of kernel deposit_current for the test problem with max_grid_size=256.

Atomic Reg./Thr Theo. Occupancy Avg. duration Compute Importance
OpenACC On 96 31.2% 4.9 ms 22.2%
OpenACC Off 64 50% 4.8 ms 21.6%
OpenMP On 114 25% 21 ms 40.6%
OpenMP Off 72 43.8% 6.3 ms 17.2%

Atomics increase registers per thread signif-
icantly, limiting achievable occupancy. Since
both CUDA version and compiler are different
for building OpenACC and OpenMP codes, it
is difficult to conclude which is the primary
cause.

FArrayBox size

• As expected, small box sizes
are detrimental to perfor-
mance (Fig. 3a).

• Besides boundaries, redis-
tributions of particles also
contribute to slowdowns for
small boxes(Fig. 3b).

• Problem is more memory in-
tensive, size should be mon-
itored to avoid GPU memory
oversubscription.

(a) Compute times and speedups. (b) Time on boundaries and redistribution.

Figure 3: EMPIC test, run with 1 MPI rank, varying max_grid_size=32, 64, 128, 256.

MPI ranks

• Opposite of the heat equa-
tion example, GPU codes
scale more poorly than their
CPU counterparts.

• Speedup gained by using
GPU monotonically de-
creases with MPI tasks,
as boundary operations
and redistributions already
dominate at 4 MPI tasks.

(a) Strong scaling of CPU and GPU codes. (b) Speedup and time on boundaries & redistributions.

Figure 4: EMPIC GPU applications scaling with MPI. max_box_size=64 in all tests.

1All three GPU examples are available on AMReX GitHub under amrex/Tutorials/GPU/HeatEquation_EX1_C on development branch.
2Similarly, availabe at amrex/Tutorials/Particles/ElectromagneticPIC/ on development branch.
3For more details on AMReX GPU strategy and examples of using CUDA extended lambdas or C++ macros, see AMReX documentation.


